In [3] M. Gromov introduced the concept of convergence of Riemannian manifolds and he proved the convergence theorem. Since that time the theorem has been developed in detail (see [5] , [7] , [2]), and we know that it contains some interesting applications. Nevertheless there seems to be an inadequate way of applying the convergence theorem. The purpose of this paper is to present an example which shows that it is not correct.
Introduction
First of all we recall the convergence theorem. Let M be an «-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold. We use the notation KM for the sectional cur- Theorem 1.1 (Katsuda [5] , Peters [7] ). The Hausdorff topology coincides with the Lipschitz topology on Jf.
Furthermore, we have: Theorem 1.2 (Peters [7] , Greene-Wu [2] ). Given 0 < a < I, let {(M¡g¡)}¡=i 2 be a sequence of Riemannian manifolds in J(. Then there exist a C 'aRiemannian manifold (Af,^) and a subsequence {(MJ.., g¡ )} =1 2 which converges to (M, g^) with respect to Lipschitz topology. However, Proposition 1.3 is false. The proof of a diameter pinching theorem ( [1] ) contains the same mistake (for another proof of the theorem, see [5] , also [8] ). In this paper we present a simple counterexample to the proposition.
A Counterexample
Let M^ = (M, ^oo) be a 2-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold with injectivity radius at least 2 and let p be a point of M. We construct a sequence of compact Riemannian manifolds Mi = (M,gt) from (Af,^) as follows. Let cp: Bp(2)\{p} -* (0,2) x S*1 be the polar coordinate system centered at p . Assume that g^ is written as Let {/} be a sequence of diffeomorphisms f.: M^ -* M¡,i = 1,2,... . We say that {dexp1} converges to d(expgo°) at p with respect to {/} if {d(expgj)u: TpM -► TM} converges to d(expgoo)u for almost all ue TpM for some choice of subsequence {/} such that {V := f*g,} is convergent. We proved that {dexp1} does not converge to i/(exp^°°) with respect to {F~ }.
However {F,-1} is not C '"-bounded on Mx.
We shall prove in the following that there exists a sequence of C '"-bounded diffeomorphisms which is constructed from {F~ '} by the center of mass technique as in the proof of Theorem 1.2 and with respect to which {dexp1} does not converge to d(expg°°). Assume that 0 < ô < R < 1 . If {pa} is a ô -maximal system on Moe , then {F~ (pa)} is an almost ¿-net on Mi. A family of local embeddings 4>'a : H(pa ; R) -* M¡ is constructed by using harmonic 5-balls H(pa ; R). In our case, if pa e B(p; 1/4 -R), we may consider <p'a to be the identity on H(pa;R).
Hence the maps {f¡} constructed from {q>a} by the center of mass have the property that fj is identical on a neighborhood of p. By taking a subsequence {/} we may assume {/} converges to idM with respect to the C '"-norm on M and {g'j := f*gA converges to g^ with respect to the C '"-norm. Since However this is impossible for almost all u e T M with 1/4 < \u\ < 1 as above.
Remark 2.2. If we take the unit sphere S (I) as M^ and change A properly, we have an example such that every Mi has positive sectional curvature.
